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SEMI-INVARIANT SUBMANIFOLDS WITH
HARMONIC CURVATURE*

V-HANG KI, SOON-JA KIM, SUNG-BAlK LEE AND IN-YEONG Yoo

O. Introduction

Semi-invariant submanifolds of a Kaehlerian manifold have been
studied by Blair and Ludden [2J, Ki [18J, Tashiro [17J, Yano [2J,
[18J and others. It is well known that the almost contact metric
structure is induced on these submanifolds [18J.

On the other hand, some studies about the non existence for the real
hypersurfaces of a complex space form under the natural linear condition
which can be imposed on the Ricci tensor S' or VS' have been made
by Ki, [7J, Ki, Nakagawa and Suh [8J, Kim [l1J, Kimura [13J,
Kon [14J and Montiel [15J, etc. In particular, it is proved in [8J
that there are no real hypersurfaces with harmonic curvature of a
complex space form.

By the way, the second author of the present paper [10J investigated
that there are no semi-invariant submanifolds of codimension 3 with
the parallel Ricci tensor of a complex hyperbolic space on which the
distinguished normal is parallel in the normal bundle.

The purpose of the present paper is to extend the above result [10].
We show that there are no semi-invariant submanifolds of codimension

3 with harmonic curvature of a complex space form on which the
distinguished normal is parallel in the normal bundle.

1. Preliminaries

Let M be a real (2n + 2) -dimensional Kaehlerian manifold covered
by a system of coordinate neighborhoods {D ; yA} with almost complex
structure J and Riemannian metric G, where J is parallel and G is
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J-Hermitian.
Let M be a real (2n -1) -dimensional Riemannian manifold covered

by a system of coordinate neighborhoods {V; x h} and immersed isom
etrically in M by the immersion i : M - M. The immersion is repres
ented locally by yA=yA(xh). We now put BjA= OjyA, OJ=ojoxi, then
B j= (BjA) are (2n-I)-linearly independent vectors of M tangent to
M. Three mutually orthogonal unit normals to M will be denoted by
CA, DA and EA.

Denoting by Vj the operator of van der Waerden-Bortolotti covariant
dfferentiation with respect to the induced Riemannian metric, the
equation of Gauss for M of M is obtained:

(1.1)

(1. 2)

where hji, kji and ljj are the components of the second fundamental
forms in .the direction of normals CA, DA and EA respectively.

The equations of Weingarten are also given by

l
f7jCA= -h/BhA+ljDA+mjEA,
f7jDA= -k/BhA-ljCA+njEA,
f7jEA= -1/BhA-mjCA-njDA,

where h/=hjtglh, k/=kjtglh, l/=ljtgth, lj, mj and nj being the com
ponents of the third fundamental tensors and (gii) = (gjj)-l.

The vector field C is said to be parallel in the normal bundle if f7lC
=0, that is, lj and mj vanish identically.

On the other hand, a submanifold M is called a CR-submanifold
[I9J of a Kaehlerian manifold M if there exists a differentiable distr
ibution T: x-T:rcM:r on M satisfying the following conditions, where
M x denotes the tangent space to M at each point x in M:

(1) T is invariant, that is, JTx= T x for each point x in M,
(2) the complementary orthogonal distribution Tl.: x-Txl.cMx is

totally real, that is, JTxl.cMxl. for each x in M, where Mxl. denotes
the normal space to M at xEM. In particular, M is said to be a semi
invariant submanifold provided that dim Tl.=I. Then the unit normal
vector field in JTl. is called the distinguished normal to the semi
invariant submanifold and denoted by NA ([I7J), [I8J).

Let Mbe a semi-invariant submanifold of codimension 3 in a (2n+
2) -dimensional Kaehlerian manifold M. We take the distinguished
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normal NA as CA. Then we have ([18J)

(1. 3) JBABl=if;ihBhA+~,.(Y, JBACB= -~hBhA,

(1. 4) JBADB= -EA, JBAEB=DA,

where we have put if;jj=G(JBj, B j), ~j=G(JBj,C) in M, ~h being asso
ciated components of ~h. By the properties of the almost Hermitian
structure (J, G), it follows from (1.3) and (1.4) that (if;, g,~) defines
an almost contact metric structure. Since J is parallel tensor, by using
(1. 1), (1. 2) and (1. 3), we find

(1. 5) fTjif;jh= -hjj~h+hlt;j,

(1. 6) fTjt;j= -hj,4J{.

In the sequel we suppose that the distinguished normal C is parallel
in the normal bundle. Then we can verify from (1. 2) and (1. 4) that

(1. 7)

Thus, it follows that

(1. 8)

where k=kjigij and l=ljigji.
To write our formulas in a convention form, the components Tjr

of a tensor field Tm and a function T m on M for any integer m(~2)

are introduced as follows:

T - "'T··mm-.t..J. u·
i

In our notation, it is easily seen from (1. 7) that

(1. 9)
(1.10)

kjrl{+kirl/= 0,
kji2=ljj2.

The ambient Kaehlerian manifold M is assumed to be of constant
holomorphic sectional curvature c, which is called a complex space form
and denoted by M n +1 (c). Then the Gauss equation of M is obtained:

(1.11)

And the equations of Codazzi for M are given by
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(1.12)
(1.13)
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f?ihji-f?jhii=C(6.ifJji-~J-t/Jk;-2~.-t/Jij) /4,
Dikji=Djkk;, Dilji=Dj/ii'

where we have denoted

(1.14)

Those of Ricci are given by

(1.15)

which together with (1. 7) gives

(1.16)

Let 8ji be the components of the Ricci tensor 8 of M, then the Gauss
equation implies

(1.17 8ji=cH2n+1)gji-3~j~i}/4+hhji-hjl'-2kji2,

where we have used (1.10) and the fact that f?i'C=O, which implies
that the scalar curvature r of M is given by

(1.18)

2. Submanifolds with harmonic curvature

Let M be a (2n-1)-dimensional semi-invariant submanifold with
harmonic curvature in a complex space form M n+1(c) , c:;t:O. Then the
Ricci tensor 8 is of Codazzi type [4J, [5J. Thus the Ricci formula for
8 gives rise to

f?mf?,8ji= f?jP'i8mi - R".jkr8 ir - R mj{ 8in

which together with the first Bianchi identity and the Ricci formula
imply that

Rmi/8jr+Rij/8mr+ Rjm/8ir=0.

Since the distinguished normal C is, parallel in the normal bundle, it
IS, using (1. 7) and (1. 17), seen that

3c(~jRmI/~r+~mRij{~r+~iRjm{~r)/4
=~((Tjr-2kjr2)+Rij{(Tmr-2kmr2) +Rjm{(Tir-2ki/) ,

where we have put Tji=hhji-hji2~ Making use of (1.7), (1.8), (1.9)
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and (1. 11), it turns out to be

3 {';j (hkihmr-hmihkr)';r +';m (hjihkr-hkihjr).;r+6 (hmihjr-hjihmr) e}
= (tPkitPmr-tPmitPkr- 2tPmktPir) T/ + (tPjitPkr-tPki4Jjr-2tPkjtPir) T mr

+ (tPmitPjr-tPjitPmr- 2tPjmtPir) Tkr+ 2 (tPkilmrk/ +4Jjilkrkmr+tPmiljrkkr

+ tPmkljrk{ +tPkjlkrk{ + tPjmlkrk{).

If we apply .;m to the last equation and take account of (1. 8), then
we have

(2. 1) 3 {hji (hkr.;r -a';k) - hki (hjre -a';j) + (his';s) (';khjre -';jhkr.;r)}

= (tPjitPkr- tPkitP/ - 2tPkjtP{) Tsr';s,

where we have defined a by a=hji';j';i.
A vector field U on M is defined by Uk=.;rJ7r';k. Then it is, making

use of (1. 6), clear that

(2.2) ,/,.. Ur-h. e:r_ae:·
'f'Jr - Jr'O 'Or

Transforming (2. 1) by tPji and summing up j and i, we obtain

(2.3)

because of (1. 6) and the properties of the almost contact metric stru
cture (tP, g, ';). Because of the last two equations, (2.1) is reduced to

(2.4) (2n-l) {hji4JkrUr-hkitPjrur+ (his';s) (';ktPjrur-';jtPkrur)}
= 2tPkjhir Ur + tPkihjr Ur - tPjihkr Ur.

Multiplying Ui to this and taking account of (2. 3), we get

(2.5) (n-l) (hjrUrtPksUs-hkrUrtPjsUs) = (hrsUrUs)tPkj

and hence

(2. 6) (hrs Ur Us) tPkt Ut = 0

provided that n>2. From (2.4) we also have

(2.7) (2n-3)hisUstPkrUr=tPisUshkrUr- (hrsUrUs)tPki'

We notice here that'; is principal if and only if f3-a2=O, where
we have defined {J=hji2';j';i.

LEMMA 1. Let M be a (2n-l)-dimensional semi-invariant submanifold

with harmonic curvature and J7/C:-:-O in Mn+1(c), c*O. Then ~ is
principal if n>2.
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Proof. Let Mo be a set of points of M at which the function [3
a2 does not vanish. Suppose that Mo is not empty. Then we have
hrsUrUs=O on Mo because of (2.2) and (2.6), and hence (n-2)h;sUs
=0 by means of (2.5) and (2.7). Thus, (2.3) tells us that <Pkr(hhrs
-hr/)~s=O provided that n>2. By the properties of the almost contact
metric structure, it is clear that

(hjr2-hhjr)~r=([3-ah)~j

on Mo, which together with (1.8) and (1.17) gives

Sjr~r=o~j, o=c(n-1) /2-[3+ah.

Thus, according to Proposition 2.2 of [10], Mo is empty. This
completes the proof.

LEMMA 2. Under the same assumption as that in Lemma 1, we have

Proof. Since the structure vector ~ is principal, it is, using (1.17),
seen that Sjr~r={c(n-1)/2+ha-a2}~j'Thus, by transforming (2.1)
by <Pmk and summing up m and k, we have (cf. [10J)

(2n-3)Sjrp{-SirrP/+ {r-c(n-1) /2-ha+a2}rPji=O,

where we have used (1.11), and hence

2(n-1) SjrrP{+ {r-c(n-1) /2-ha+a2}rPji=O.

Therefore, by the properties of the almost contact metric structure,
it follows that

(2.9) 2(n-1)Sji= (r-o)gji+ {r- (2n-1)o}~j~i'

where o=c(n-1) /2+ha-a2, that is, M is of pseudo Einstein. Since
S is of Codazzi type, it is clear that the scalar curvature r of M is
constant. Thus, we can, making use of (2. 9), easily verify that 0 is
constant on M (see [3J, [10J).

Differentiating (2.9) covariantly along M, we obtain

2(n-l)VkSji= {r- (2n-1)o} (~jVk~i+~iVk~j),

which implies

{r- (2n-l)o} {~jVk~i-~kVj~;+~;(Vk~j-Vj~k)}=0.
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Because of Lemma 1, it is seen that {r- (2n-1)o} 17jc;i=O.
By means of (1. 6) and (1. 12), it is not hard to see that c; is not

parallel. Accordingly we have r= (2n-1)o and consequently Sji=Ogji
because of (2. 9). Hence Lemma 2 is proved.

From (2.8) we have r={c(n-1)/2+ha-aZ} (2n-1), which together
with (1. 18) imply that

(2.10) 3c(n-1) /2+hz-hz-2kz= (2n-1)a(h-a).

Combining (1. 17) and (2. 8), we obtain

(2.11) 2kjiz= (3c/4+az-ha)gji-3cc;jc;;/4+hhji-hj/.

On the other hand, c; being principal, we have hjrc;r=ac;j. It is

proved in [9J that a is constant by using the fundamental equations
on real hypersurfaces of a complex space form. Thus, making use of
the Codazzi equation (1. 12), we easily see that

(2.12) hjrhksqP=a(hkrrP/-hjrrP{) /2-CrPk)4.

Transforming the last equation by rPjk and summing up j and k, we
find

(17jc;i) (17 ic;j) =az-ah-c(n-1) /2

because of (1. 6) and Lemma 1. Since we easily, usmg (1. 6), see
that II17jc;illz=hz-az, it follows that

(2. 13) (1/2) II17jc;i-17ic;jllz=hz-2az+ah+ (c/2) (n-1).

Now, if we transform (2. 11) by rPik and make use of (1. 7), we
can get

(2.14)

which implies

(2.15) h · z,/,.. +h. Z'/".r - h (h· '/".r+h. ,/,. .r)
Jr 'f'lr lr 'f'J - Jr'f'. lr'f'J

because of (1. 9). Applying hk
i to (2. 14) and taking account of (2.

12), we also get

2kjrl/hks= (ha-az-3c/4) hkrrP/+ hjrrPkr

+ (a/2-h) hjrhksrPrs -ahjrzrPkr/2,

which joined with (1. 15) yields

(ha-aZ-c) (hjrrPr+hirrP/) = (a/2) (hjrzrPr+hi/rP/).
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Because of (2. 15), it follows that we have

(ha-2a2-2c) (hjrlPl+h;rt/>/) =0

and hence (ha-2a2-2c) {h2-ah-c(n-I) /2} =0.

LEMMA 3. Under the same assumptions as those in Lemma 1, we
have ha=2a2+2c.

Proof. Let M l be a set of points at which the function ha-2a2-2c
does not vanish. Suppose that M l is not empty. Then we have on M l

h2=ah+c(n-I)/2, which is equivalent to hjrt/>l+hirt/>I=O. Thus,
(2.12) is reduced to hjr2t/>/=ahjrlPt+ct/>j;/4, which implies

(2. 16) hji2=ahji+ (c/4) (gji-!;j!;;).

Thus, the shape operator A in the direction of the distinguished
normal has three constant principal curvatures a, (a+ -vD)/2, (a- -VD)

/2 with multiplicities 1, n-I and n-I respectively, where D=a2+c.
Consequently we have on M l

(2.17) h=na, h2=na2+c(n-I) /2,

which together with (2.11) implies that 2k2=(n-I){c-(n-I)a2}.
Substituting this and (2.17) into (2.10), we have a=O on M l •

Hence, (2.11) and (2.16) mean that hji2=kji2=c(gji-!;j!;i) /4 on M l

and consequently we see that hi and kl have the same principal
curvatures 0,1, -1, with multiplicities 1, n-1 and n-I respectively.
It is contradictory because of (1. 16). This completes the proof of the
lemma.

THEOREM 4. There are no (2n-I)-dimensional semi-invariant subma
nifolds with harmonic curvature in a complex space form Mn+l(c), c=l=O
and n>2 on which the distinguished normal is parallel in the normal
bundle.

Proof. Since we have ah=2(a2+c), it is seen that a is nonzero
constant and hence h is constant.

Now, suppose that a2+c=0. Then we have h=O. Therefore, (2. 10)
and (2. 13) will produce a contradiction. Accordingly, it follows that
a 2+c=l=O on M. IfAX=AX for any vector field X orthogonal to ~,

then we get (2A-a) At/>X= (aA +c/2) t/>X and thus it turns out that t/>X
is also a principal vector with principal curvature ft= (aA+c/2) /
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(2A-a) because of the fact that a 2+c,*0.

By the way, as in the proof of Lemma 3 we see that A'* J1.. Hence
A+ J1.=h by virtue of (2. IS), which means AJ1.=a2+Sc/4. Thus, it
follows that ,{2-hA+a2+ScI4=0, which joined with (LIS), (2.11)
and Lemma 3 yields that the principal curvatures in the direction of
the normal D vanishes identically. Hence, Lemma 3 and (2.10) tell us
that

(2.18) h2-h2+ (2n-l)a2+c(Sn-l) /2=0.

By the way, a being the only principal curvature with respect to
~, we see, using the last quadratic equation, that the shape operator
A in the direction of the distinguished normal has three constant prin
cipal curvatures:

a, (h+ "175) le, (h- VD) 12, D=h2-4a2_SC.

And their multiplicities are respectively denoted by 1, ml and m2.
Hence, the trace of the shape operator A is given by

h=a+h(n-l) + vD(ml-m2) /2.

Using this fact, h2 satisfies the following:

h2-h2=a2-ah-2(n-l) (a2+Sc) ,

which together with Lemma 3 gives h2-h2+ (2n-l)a2= - (lOn-8)c.
It is contradictory because of (2. 18). This completes the proof.
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